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EMPLOYEE to ENTREPRENEUR 

It’s been over six years when I 

boarded for the journey to 

Entrepreneurship. I am thankful to 

my immediate boss at the last job 

who changed my thoughts 

towards professional approach in 

practical life. He was not 

comfortable with my presence at 

the office. So I had no choice but 

to say good bye to the guise of an 

“EMPLOYEE”.  

Convincing myself to be 

Entrepreneur after years of life as 

an Employee was difficult and on 

the top of it following hurdles tried 

to stop me for making such 

decision. 

1. How I will deal with financial aspects with no monthly income? 

2. All well-wishers support the idea of find another job, since having experience of over two 

decades. 

3. Business conditions in the country are not even appropriate for experienced entrepreneurs so 

how I will survive.  

4. Monthly income (salary) was helping to manage all expenses without any tension. 

5. All other major expenses (Medical bills, health insurance, fuels, cell phone bills, etc.) were also 

headache of my company.  

National Geographic Channel is my all-time favourite. I have learned a lot from watching animals’ 

related videos. Allah made us (ASHRAFUL MAKHLOOQAT) superior to all his creations in this world. It 

makes believes stronger on All Mighty when I see videos where a man is handling so many lions without 

any fear.  

Lion in zoo and Lion in jungle are perfect examples to compare between employee and entrepreneur.  

Lion in Zoo called “Lion in a Zoo” because; 

a. He is in the cage. 

b. He has limited food choice to each. 

c. He will follow the timings for food 

d. He has no dominance 

e. He has no freedom of will 

f. No self-reliance 
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Lion in jungle called KING of jungle because;  

a. He search and hunt for a food every day of his choice. 

b. He hunt whenever he feel hungry 

c. He has unlimited choices of animals available for a meal 

d. He has own territory where no other lion can interfere.  

No matter how smart you are and what position or designation you are holding in a company you are a 

zoo lion. Because you are bound to follow the rules set by the owner. Staying long hours, working on 

weekends, working from home only help you to be in illusion about achieving goals which in actually 

belongs to the owner. Your salary is the bribe they give you to forget your own dreams. Salary is 

addiction on the top like limited food of zoo lion.   

Entrepreneur works like king of jungle. He sets his own targets, time limits, deadlines to achieve, action 

plan and strategy. He keep increasing his targets every year based on his skills and previous business 

results. If business goes down in certain time he always stay focused how to increase other opportunities 

to achieve desired financial results. He has no limitations of working in certain field or industry.  

If you are thinking to be an entrepreneur start focusing yourself like lion of jungle, otherwise not matter 

what opportunities comes in your way to start your business your zoo lion won’t let you move forward.  

I shared my experience to all who are interested to start own business.  

Regards,  

Malik Nasir Nawaz. CEO-Trainer. 

 MN Learning Solutions   


